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MODAMB - Environmental diagnostic model:
description and application to a case study
Marianna Nardino1*, Federica Rossi1, Teodoro Georgiadis1

Abstract: Late frost events in the Emilia-Romagna region can damage significantly the horticultural production.
Modelling tools can be of great importance in addressing the proper explanation when in presence of damages to the
cultures and to provide diagnosis of the evolution of the event. The diagnostic model MODAMB, here presented, was
developed at IBIMET-CNR Institute ad hoc for the considered region to offer an interpretative tool to the
agrometeorological services. In order to test the model, in this study a frost event really happened during the night of
17th March 2003 was analyzed.
Keywords: Micrometeorology, diagnostic environmental model, agrometeorology, late frost events.
Riassunto: Nella regione Emilia-Romagna gli eventi di gelate tardive possono seriamente danneggiare la produzione
agricola. I nuovi strumenti di modellizzazione costituiscono un importante aiuto nella corretta descrizione degli
eventi atmosferici che possono danneggiare le colture e nella determinazione della loro evoluzione temporale e
spaziale.
Il modello diagnostico MODAMB, qui presentato, è stato sviluppato, presso l’Istituto IBIMET-CNR, ad hoc per la
regione considerata per offrire uno strumento interpretativo per i servizi agrometeorologici. Al fine di testare il
modello, in questo studio è stato analizzato un evento di gelata tardiva realmente accaduto durante la notte del 17
marzo 2003.
Parole chiave: Micrometeorologia, modello diagnostico ambientale, agrometeorologia, gelate tardive.
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the diagnosis of the evolution of the frost episodes in
order to adapt our strategies once understood the
base mechanisms of occurrence in the territory.
The present work aims to improve the knowledge
of the frost episodes evolution by the use of the
diagnostic model MODAMB to simulate a real frost
event and to test the effectiveness of the model
performances in capturing the event.
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
MODAMB (Environmental Diagnostic Model, bidimensional) has been developed by the Authors and
it is a mass consistent diagnostic model suitable to
reconstruct the main micrometeorological fields of a
given region, starting from the standard meteorological
data collected from the Meteorological Service
stations.
The computation domain is represented by a
rectangular box oriented in the West-East (x positive
toward East) and South-North (y positive toward
North) directions. The box is divided in a regular
grid with cells of Dx and Dy dimension. Each grid
cell is characterized by the position of its center, in
UTM coordinates x0 and y0, relatively to the SouthWest point of the domain. The number of grid
points in the two directions nx and ny completes the
definition of the grid. Each micrometeorological
field is calculated at the center of each cell. The 2D
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1. INTRODUCTION
Spring frosts are often responsible of wide economic
losses and serious injuries to fruit trees in EmiliaRomagna, which is Italy’s leading area of high-value
horticultural production.
In this region, the occurrence of strong advection
frosts has been recorded in the winters 1929, 1956,
1985 and, more frequently, spring radiative freezing
events are observed (Zinoni et al., 2002). The latter
events are characterized by a clear sky, calm or very
low wind speed, low dew point temperatures and air
temperature falling below 0°C during the night
although it was above 0°C during the day. This
happens because the heat accumulated during the
day is rapidly radiated to the atmosphere causing
the establishment of temperature inversion. The
depth of the inversion layer depends on the local
atmospheric conditions (Rossi et al., 2002).
The frost risk assessment is an important operational
application of meteorology in agriculture, since
accurate frost forecasting may potentially reduce
frost damage, providing farmers with the opportunity
to make some counteractions against the frost events
as a mitigation of adverse effects, but it is also of
paramount importance to increase our knowledge in
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domain is terrain-following, and these are the
system coordinates:
[1]
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where hg is the height above the sea level. The
topography is given for each grid cell (i, j) (with i=1,
2, ……., nx+1 and j=1, 2, ……, ny+1) and its spatial
variations throughout the domain are obtained
through the estimates of slope and azimuth
characteristic of each cell (Fu et al., 1995).
The reconstruction of 2D diagnosis is based on the
available variables at once, in certain points of the
computational domain where are present
meteorological stations of a given regional network.
In general, this network consists of measuring
stations (Nstaz) each characterized by its geographic
coordinates (Xstation, Ystation). The purpose of the
analysis system developed in MODAMB is to
provide the reconstruction of the terrainfollowing of two-dimensional fields of several
micrometeorological variables:
– air temperature;
– relative humidity;
– u e v wind speed components;
– global solar radiation;
– net radiation;
– cloud cover index;
– friction velocity;
– subsurface heat flux;
– sensible heat flux;
– latent heat flux;
– Monin-Obukhov length;
– PBL mixing height.
Since the computation domain is terrain following it
is necessary to standardize all the data to a reference
value: as far as air temperature is concerned its
dependence on orography has been considered.
Following Malek (1997) for each meteorological
station the potential temperature, which is a
conservative quantity, (i.e. it is conserved for all dry
adiabatic processes) was computed:
[2]
Applying this equation for each measurement point
a set of standardized measurements of air
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temperature is made available. The interpolation of
potential temperature at all the cells centers is based
on a weighted mean where the different weights
were determined using a variant of the method of
Cressman (Sozzi et al., 2002).
In this way the 2D field of potential temperature is
completely defined and applying the [1] to the value
of potential temperature obtained in each cell the
corresponding air temperatures and thus the 2D
field can be determined.
Similarly, as regards the determination of the
relative humidity 2D field, it is necessary to
establish a conservative quantity for this physical
variable. This quantity is the mixing ratio as
reported in Malek (1997) defined as:
[3]
where e is the vapor pressure (which is obtained
from the saturated vapour pressure and relative
humidity values) and p is the atmospheric pressure
(Sozzi et al., 2002).
Obviosly, this interpolation does not take into
account the physical processes as advection or
vertical mixing of air masses.
As far as wind speed is concerned, the interpolation
takes into account two important effects that greatly
influence the wind field patterns: the topography
and the change in surface roughness. The surface
roughness can change drastically between two
neighboring grid points due to different land use of
the real domain. This change affects the surface
stress and, consequently, the wind speed
components. For instance, when the wind moves
from a smooth to a rough surface, it slows down and
the overall field changes according to the pattern
reported in Figure 1. In the model this effect is
accounted for following the methodology proposed
by Elliot (1958). The effects due to topography is
included using the theory of the inner layer and the
terrain following coordinates as reported in Kaimal
and Finningan (1994) (Figure 2).
All the micrometeorological fields are derived from
the measurements and the interpolation of air
temperature, wind speed and relative humidity by
use of the parameterizations already verified by
comparison against experimental data (Sozzi et al.,
1999; Sozzi et al., 2001). This set of parameterizations
was developed “ad hoc” for Emilia-Romagna, with
coefficients computed specifically for the Po valley
surfaces and for its regional atmospheric
characteristics.
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wind speed and direction) of each available station.
The outputs of the model for each grid point are the
following variables: air temperature, relative
humidity, U and V wind speed component, cloud
fraction, global radiation, net radiation, soil heat
flux, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, friction
velocity, and mixing height.

Fig. 1 - Bi-dimensional domain with surface roughness
length change(the middle zone has a grater roughness) and
relative perturbation of the wind field obtained with
MODAMB model.
Fig. 1 - Dominio bi-dimensionale con un cambiamento della
rugosità superficiale (la zona centrale ha una rugosità
maggiore) e perturbazione relativa del vento ottenuta con il
modello MODAMB.
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The inputs of the model are consequently
characterized by two data sets: the first based on the
surface characteristics of the domain such as
topography, albedo and roughness length. These
quantities are fed to the model at each grid cell and
can be retrieved directly from the land cover map.
The second data set is represented by the
meteorological data (temperature, relative humidity,

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 3 the 900-m grid spacing land cover input
map is reported. It was used to initialize
MODAMB. The whole computation domain is the
Emilia-Romagna region, characterized by a wide
flat area and by the Apennine hills located in the
South part of the region. The land use (in LDAS
code) shows a great area of irrigated crops, that
represents the main agricultural production. From
the land-use map both surface albedo and surface
roughness length maps have been computed and
are given as input into the model.
The frost event recorded during the night of 17th
March 2003 was analyzed with MODAMB at two
times of the day: midnight (before the event) and
4:00 a.m. (the recorded minimum temperature),
both in GMT. The meteorological stations available
for the analyses are reported in Figure 4 together
with the topography of the region. For the analysis
at 00:00 a.m. (Figure 4-a) 16 meteorological stations
data were used, while at 4:00 a.m (Figure 4-b) data
were available from 23 stations. Only the station
simultaneously measuring air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed and wind direction have been
considered.
In Figure 5 is reported a comparison of air

Fig. 2 - Left: topography change and right: relative perturbation of the wind field obtained with MODAMB model.
Fig. 2 - Sx: cambiamento di topografia e Dx: relativa perturbazione del campo di vento ottenuta con MODAMB.
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Fig. 3 - Land use in LDAS
code of the Emilia
Romagna region.
Fig. 3 - Uso del suolo
in codice LDAS della
regione Emilia Romagna.

temperature interpolation starting from 16
meteorological stations (Figure 5-a) and from 149
meteorological stations (Figure 5-b) in order to
address the sensitivity of the geometrical
interpolation to the number of stations and their
average distance between each other. The Figure
shows that the main features of the temperature

field are well characterized also considering only 16
initial data and only some local spots do not appear.
Furthermore, it was performed a numerical
comparison to validate the goodness of model
interpolation: Figure 6 shows the regression plot
between the 149 meteorological data and the ones
obtained by the model interpolation. The data are
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Fig. 4 - Spatial distribution
of meteorological stations
used to initialize the model
at (a) 00:00 a.m. (16 stations)
and (b) 4:00 a.m.
(23 stations).
Fig. 4 - Distribuzione
spaziale delle stazioni
meteorologiche utilizzate
per inizializzare il modello
alle ore (a): 00:00
(16 stazioni) e (b): 4:00
(23 stazioni).
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Fig. 6 - Scatter plot between air temperature recorded by
meteorological station and the ones obtained by MODAMB
interpolation.
Fig. 6 - Scatter plot tre la temperatura dell’aria registrata dalle
stazioni meteorologiche e quelle ottenute dall’interpolazione
effettuata con MODAMB.

scattered as indicated by the regression line value
(R2=0.54) but the best fit regression line is very
close to 1:1 line. The root mean square error,
representative of the size of a “typical” error, is equal
to 0.63 °C, which can be considered acceptable for
the purpose of the MODAMB application.
The analyses of the wind speed for the two different
times are reported in Figure 7. For both hours the
northern wind direction and the low wind speed
intensities are typical of a radiative frost, and
followed a cold air outbreak (not shown). By 4.00
am, the winds over the mountains and the foothills
acquired a south-westerly component due to the
drainage flow. This, along with radiative cooling,
caused the temperature to decrease along the valley
bottoms and the plain, as confirmed by the
temperature analyses at the same times (Figure 8).
The analyzed temperatures pattern are consistent
with the climate minimum temperature during frost
events shown in Figure 9 (data from ARPA-SIM
Emilia Romagna Region). These data were obtained
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Fig. 5 - MODAMB
interpolation of air
temperature (in °C)
obtained starting from (a)
16 and (b) 149
meteorological stations.
Fig. 5 - Interpolazione
ottenuta attraverso
MODAMB della
Temperatura dell’aria
(in °C) partendo da (a) 16
e (b) 149 stazioni
meteorologiche.
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Fig. 7 - MODAMB
analyses of the wind field
at (a) 00:00 a.m. and (b)
4:00 a.m.
Fig. 7 - Analisi del campo
di vento ottenuta
con MODAMB alle ore (a)
00:00 e (b) 4:00.
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by the application of a topoclimatic model as well
explained in Zinoni et al., (2004).
The sensible heat flux, as computed by
MODAMB, is reported in Figure 10 and shows a
downward flux as we can expect thanks to the
higher temperature within the surface layer, where
the thermometer is located, than at skin surface.
At lower temperature (Figure 10-b) the sensible
heat flux decreases in absolute value because the
temperature gradient decreases. The highest heat
flux, in absolute value, is over the mountains.
Moreover, the model MODAMB is suitable to
reproduce the heat island due to the Bologna
metropolitan area, because of the presence of
meteorological stations in that area.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The results show that MODAMB can be a very
useful tool for frost event analysis and more

generally for agrometeorological applications (i.e.
fire risk index, eco-physiology modeling, crop
production, risk assessment).
This model can be hence a new instrument for
the regional agrometeorological services in order
to analyze and study micrometeorological events
at small scale as required in this kind of
environments.
Further studies are necessary to improve the
application of a local diagnostic model to simulate
events useful in agriculture mapping. The next
step is to initialize a mesoscale forecast model (i.e.
RAMS) with the Emilia Romagna land use and
soil characteristics for forecast purposes and then
to insert into MODAMB the output of RAMS to
obtain a better local characterization of
micrometeorological features of extreme events
and to be able to give an early warning to the
farmers.
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Fig. 8 - MODAMB analyses
of the air temperature (in
°C) at (a) 00:00 a.m. and (b)
4:00 a.m.
Fig. 8 - Analisi della
temperatura dell’aria
(in °C) ottenuta
con MODAMB alle ore (a)
00:00 e (b) 4:00.

Fig. 9 - Climate minimum
temperature (in °C)
observed during frost event
from 1987 to 2003. (Data
and analysis from ARPASIM Emilia Romagna).
Fig. 9 - Temperatura
minima climatica (in °C)
osservata durante eventi
di gelate tardive dal 1987
al 2003. (Dati e analisi
ottenuti da ARPA-SIM
Emilia Romagna).
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Fig. 10 - MODAMB
sensible heat flux (in W m-2)
at (a) 00:00 a.m. and (b)
4:00 a.m.
Fig. 10 - Flusso di calore
sensibile (in W m-2) ottenuta
con MODAMB alle ore (a)
00:00 e (b) 4:00.
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